BEEP! BEEP! Jackson’s moving truck is here, and it’s full of words! Word Clouds are pictures made of words. This one uses words from the book *No More Noisy Nights*. The more often a word appears in the book, the larger it appears in the Word Cloud.

1. Jackson works hard unpacking all day. Verbs work hard too because they are words that describe what we DO. They are action words, like *sleep* and *stop*. Circle as many verbs in the Word Cloud as you can.

2. Nouns are objects, like the things that Jackson unpacks. Draw squares around the nouns, such as *ears* and *pixie*.

3. Make your own Word Cloud. First, make a list of things you like. Then draw the outline of a shape you like. Write the words into the Word Cloud. Remember to write your favorite things larger.